
What are Ventless Gas Fireplaces? 

 

  fireplaces are controversial 
but potentially beneficial sources of heat 
for a single room. Since they do not 
require a flue, chimney, or external 
venting ducts,   fireplaces are 
much less expensive to install compared 
to traditional  or wood fireplaces. 

  fireplaces or heaters uses 
natural gas or propane as fuel and burns 
the  with air from the room. 

Some people install   
fireplaces to add an alternate source of 
heat to thier homes, such as in a 
bedroom that gets especially chilly. Of 
course, the  can also bring a 
cozy, decorative element to a corner, as 
they are available in many colors and 
styles. All you need is a line to deliver 
propane from a tank or natural  from 
your city's supply, so these are gaining in 

popularity. 

To choose from among the different types of   fireplaces, consider how you will primarily use it. Each has a rating to tell you 
how much energy they consume and how much heat, measured in BTUs, they provide. Pay closest attention to the BTUs, because this 
figure will determine how large the room must be for the  to function properly. Do not install a high-output  in a small 
room, thinking that you will receive more heat. 

All kinds of combustion, whether  or wood, requires the oxygen in air to create flames. Therefore, no fire could ever be truly " ," 
or it would extinguish itself.   fireplaces are really using ductless or chimneyless technology, so they vent out into the room. 
That's why the volume of air in a room is very important.   fireplaces may take the place of central heating if your electricity 
ever goes out, but most manufacturers recommend only using such a  as a secondary source of heat. 

Several states within the United States, as well as other countries, have completely outlawed   fireplaces because of health 
concerns. Canada, Massachusetts, and California don't allow people to install these types of heaters because of their potential to build up 
carbon monoxide, deplete oxygen, and lead to unconsciousness or even suffocation. Check with your local building code before 
purchasing one of these appliances. 

A milder health hazard offers another disadvantage to this choice.   fireplaces lead to an increase in the room's humidity. 
Burning  or propane creates water vapor that can build up in a room and possibly lead to mold and mildew growth. If most forms of 
mold aren't truly dangerous, they will certainly increase allergies and could spoil fabric, photographs, and books. 
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Posted by: anon10108 

I’m only seeing info on propane ventless fire places but what about the ventless 
fire place that uses fire Gel and can be moved from room to room, home to 
home. They say their no maintenance no ash no mess “A portable gel fireplace 
is the safest ventless fireplace option available. Even when compared to a 
conventional wood burning or gas fireplace, a gel fireplace still comes out on top 
when it comes to safety. Wood burning fireplaces have hot embers popping out 
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through the screen or floating up the chimney, and if your chimney becomes 
clogged a wood burning or gas fireplace can be extremely hazardous. Gas log 
fireplaces, whether vented or ventless, can accumulate deposits and clog the 
gas jets, causing it to fail to burn properly. Gas line fittings can come loose and 
leak harmful natural gas or propane into your home. All conventional fireplaces 
require annual service or repair in order to function safely. Gel fireplaces need 
no servicing. Their safety and longevity remains steadfast for as long as you 
own it. A gel fireplace is safer in your home than burning a candle!”  

Posted by: pkannon 

I am interested in buying a house that has vent-less gas logs in its great room. 
One of the other homeowners had their gas logs on and their mantle got very 
hot, so hot they could not touch it. What could have caused this?  

Posted by: anon7795 

Soot and smoke has been caused by my "ventless propane stove." My ceiling 
and walls are covered with a black film. Also the top of the stove is turning 
black.  

Posted by: anon7078 

Soot and smoke has been caused by my "ventless fire place." My kitchen 
cabinets inside and out and dishes are covered with a black film. Also the front 
of the fireplace is turning black.  

Posted by: anon6692 

Soot as well as bad air has been caused by my "ventless fire place." Whats up 
with that? We stopped using them and this house has 6 of them. They really are 
NOT safe!!  

Posted by: anon4802 

have enjoyed ventless gas logs in my fireplace for about fifteen years now.they 
keep my down living area of 1700 sq feet quite comfortable and yes they are 
great but mine are installed in a regular masonry wood burn fireplace and yes i 
always leave the damper slightly open and this vents the air just enough that i 
do not lose excessive heat up the chimney and this also prevents mold or 
condensate from collecting around my window sills, most definitely would have 
window sill mold and condensation issues without keeping that damper vent 
open one notch. when used in this manner i give them two thumbs up but from 
my personal experience operating in this manner is the only way i would 
consider their use regarding personal health and safety. 

Posted by: anon4597 

I have a ventless propane fireplace in my living area, roughly 30ft by 36ft with 18 
ft vaulted ceilings. The problem I have when I use my fireplace is that is has an 
odor that is similar to the old oil burning furnaces, very rank. Do you know of a 
cause of this or a fix for it?  
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